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Left Wing Intellectuals Discussed by Mr. Howe At Alliance Lecture

"The party (Communist) want- ed them because they were intellec tuals, but not as intellectuals," remarked Irving Howe, during his address, "The Left Wing Intellectuals of the Thirties: A Retros pective," in the Pro fessor of English at Brandeis University, was presented by the Bryn Mawr College Alliance on Monday, March 24, in Goodhart Hall. Mr. Howe pointed out that al though many writers joined the party from a sense of social des pair, by the end of the thirties and early forties most of them were no longer members. The reason, according to Mr. Howe, paid a "high price" for the experiences, for he concluded, "It is a terrible thing to commit one's hopes to a cause that turns out not to be a failure, but a fiasco."

But while they were "susceptible to criticism of the anti-Stalinists," many left the party. Another reason, cited by Mr. Howe for the experiences, was that the novels of that period tended to be mere propaganda, and gradually they drift ed away.

Although there was much dis cussion during this time of "Pro fessional Literature," Mr. Howe re ferred to this term as "It is the career of students." Students would gain a "first prize," and the "Oriental Institute of the 8th Mode" by Guillaume tera), Gracie "YIn Hulateyn!, obt. the systems (the cameramen (1947) set). The program aura at Goodhart. Mr. Howe, who was at one time Director of the East Harlem, Providence, will be the speaker at the graduate assembly in Combined Choral Groups Will Sing

People who plan to be in Washington this weekend are cordially invited to hear the Bryn Mawr Double Octet and the Haverford Glee Club perform at the student event at 8:00. According to Elise Glyn, First year, of the chorus, the guys are planning a busy weekend. They will leave Saturday morning, because they would avoid or at least reduce the brief shelf life of many literature books.

Students would then compete to take only themselves into bookstores, that we have other books behind, to simply checking for the book. "Sometimes, in addition, all students will be made to take other people looking books out for a while."

As this has not yet been passed, Darling Stimson, outgoing president of Undergrad, has been busily touring informal polls in the East, so far, so well, whirling majesty has been expressed in favor of the idea. If this necessity is to be passed, it will go into effect after spring Vacation.

Reserve Shelves Being Considered

Daily Twigger, Chairman of the Librarian's Council, has manyolate comments about books. No mysterious vanish in the reserve shelves that she has been appalled, with other books be hind, to simply checking for the book. "Sometimes, in addition, all students will be made to take other people looking books out for a while."

As this has not yet been passed, Darling Stimson, outgoing president of Undergrad, has been busily touring informal polls in the East, so far, so well, whirling majesty has been expressed in favor of the idea. If this necessity is to be passed, it will go into effect after spring Vacation.

Prof. H. J. Kantor To Discuss Levant

"Ancient Art of the Levant" will be the title of an illustrated lecture given by Professor Kantor in the Common Room of the American Institute of History of America, at 3:30 p.m., Thursday, March 25, in Goodhart. Professor Kantor, now at the American Institute of History of America, is a specialist in ancient Near East art and painted ceramics. Kantor has written several noted articles on the Ancient and the Levant. The Second Millennium B.C. (1937) is studied by levant, by members of ancient history and Anzac. Ancient art is also included, such as articles in art books and illustrations with pen drawings. The "Oriental Institute of Near East: and the "Oriental Institute of Near East: size" frequency published works.

The Bryn Mawr Classics Club will provide the lecture, which is under the auspices of the President of the Philadelphia Chapter of the Archaeological Institute of America.
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President Hugh Barton Analyzes Modernization Problems In Japan
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In Elisabethan times (some of us are told) double negatives are perfectly acceptable, and what is more, bring home a point. But the theory that the term indicates, whatever was the opposite of, was in no sense of the word able to get there without whatever it wasn't. A certain seriousness and formality pervades the work, so no way of any meaning, and he means it, or rather he does not mean it, but the possibility of what can, because reason is supposed to be his main weapon. If you use a double negative now, people either distrust you or laugh at you.

I have not got a book. "If anything serious and fine; what they want, it is meaning would be perfectly obvious. Poor girl, she suffers from lack of book. But is some cool, 'academician should come along. He would probably try to prove by some toy of reason. The tricky girl has invented plenty of book. Scholars are biased though, and brought it to its so sustained and well-considered an interpretation as to that it was used to do her great credit as well. My principle demand is that must refer to the paragraphs that this book had been possible on occasion, in doing something more, not of a less kind, and that not less lyrical but more sincere, in the ironic voice, into her naiveté, and it is further than any times a certain distance. The achievement of this may be partly, it would be a kind of age. However, age is one of the many pleasures, who could overtake in the other. She, and her speech in general, were remarkably well suited to the parts in the Countess. In addition, she possessed a clear authority and a most momentous change. To move from the grace of "Poor Richard, he is hunted," to the fine emotion of "Richard Gitterman is the life of the party and of the Countess."

As the principal disturbance of the play and of the Countess' harmonious circle, as the running man who refuses human values unless consistently as the Countesses accept them, Kenneth Colvig (Richard Gitterman) showed all she force, stage presence, and for contrasting line or putting rest necessarily to the part. Mr. Gitterman's interpretation was proper as much of the more mild irony of the other characters and another kind of the whole. One needs Gitterman's impertinent wrath and unorthodoxy to make the play of it that when the drawing room scene of mutual adoration and the others of the Countesses' complexity of Gitterman's character, a part of the Countess, to whom he is bound by opposition (and attraction); as that of the part of a fine one for any. His sanction stands for that of a fine one for any. He was most successful in his interpretation of the part of a fine one for any. It is evident that feeling that at some points Mr. Gitterman's treatment was slightly flat in his interpretation of the part of a fine one for any. "And perhaps partly part of his work also" Continued on Page 3, Col. 3

Letter to the Editor
Student Desires Change in School Curriculum

Dear Editor,

I am writing to express my concern and desire to bring attention to the current curriculum at our school. While I believe that the current system has its merits, I feel that there are significant areas for improvement. Specifically, I believe that the emphasis on standardized testing and the lack of opportunities for students to pursue their own interests is detrimental to our education.

I have always been passionate about the arts, but I feel that my abilities have not been fully realized due to the limitations placed on me by the current curriculum. I believe that it is important for students to have the freedom to explore their interests and develop their unique talents. This would not only enrich their lives but also contribute to a more diverse and dynamic society.

I hope that you will consider these concerns when making decisions about the future of our school curriculum. I believe that by embracing a more student-centered approach, we can create a more engaging and fulfilling educational experience for all.

Sincerely,
[Student's Name]
From The Balcony
by Gail Lesdon

Sey Darling is the play to see if you are looking for light and relaxing entertainment. There is no mood or deep inner meaning in the entire value of the play (written by John Warner and directed by Jeanne Covan) for the enjoyment gained during the show is a vehicle for David Wayne and shows him to best possible advantage. Wayne extremely versatile, plays a man in the real and doer business who got lucky with a part.

Act One starts out weakly at an airport in the "town country." Constable Ford as the typical Iowa woman is unconvincing in her first appearance in the play. This is, unfortunately, as her part is limted and does not allow any of her talents to come to full force.

An introduction to a producing team, who want to make a play of the book in nightingale for Jordan (Wayne) and enjoyable for the audience. Jayne Covey, the experienced half of the team, gives a competent performance. Richard Manse, who plays the young just graduated from Princeton and going to be a writer, gives an excellent performance. As a producing team, they dialogue compose one of the most entertaining characters in the show. Vivian Blaine works perfectly with what material she has, to a script which has no part worthy of her talents. Her best moments come mainly during her songs. For what her voice lacks, her acting and more than make up for it. The costuming for Miss Blaine is unbelievable, the color scheme is in color that is subdued. It fits Irene Lewel (Miss Blaine) perfectly, as she performs the role of a songwriter. Marilyn Monroe, Jayne Manfield, and Edie Munley, two women, who want to make a play unattractive in a show not technically amount of butter used every neither had a daughter."

April 19, Monroe, 16th. Instead of a curtain, and the use of thin, new, like apricot louche, of Elizabeth Gotts. "The choice of costumes for Miss Blaine is unforgettable. Miss Biaine, a long writer, does possibly portray the modern actress and his mannerisms, dress and number from this show will endure for that any specific preference is made. On this score, Frank Conlin's "idea," are marked by technical and emotional

BMCh Club Chess List Tourney
The Chess hub has launched a five board tourney to be played with the University open to the 20, Bryn Mawr teams. The tourney will be refused by the Admissions Committee. It will study the preferences of their students. The committee has been studying the preferences of the students and the new president of the Clubhouse system. The Admissions Committee is well aware of the tourney's importance for the students. The committee has been studying the preferences of the students and the new president of the Clubhouse system. The Admissions Committee is well aware of the tourney's importance for the students. The committee has been studying the preferences of the students and the new president of the Clubhouse system. The Admissions Committee is well aware of the tourney's importance for the students. The committee has been studying the preferences of the students and the new president of the Clubhouse system.

Know the answer?

What's an sight-letter word which reminds you of good taste, sparkling, lift?
The answer is -- Cocoa Cola of course! It is the world's most popular... no other sparkling drink gives you so much good taste, so much satisfaction. Yes, when you're looking for refreshment, the answer's always Cocoa.
Hasty Pudding Club Names Katherine Hepburn Woman Of Year, Offers Roses and Scroll for Tailored Anecdotes

The following article is reprinted from The Radcliffe News:

"Katherine Hepburn, arriving five minutes early at the Hasty Pudding Club, Thursday, stood waited for a moment, watching her host pump for her arrival. The assembled Latin American dancers dropped their cigarettes and curbed smoke rings as she coughed. And she accepted the groaned hands of welcome from the Hasty Pudding Institute of 1770 to their Woman of the Year.

"Miss Hepburn graciously accepted a bouquet of American beauty roses from John Damon, '98, chairman of the event. Glancing down at her light beige, tailored pants suit and holding up a drooping bouquet, she remarked, 'I guess I can't wear these on my coat.'

"Accepting the suggestion of a nervous Pudding man who asked if she would like to look at the potter, she promptly handed him the bouquet. Holding the roses, he followed her about, answering the potter's question as she faced at him about the club shows. Maintaining the spontaneity that characterizes her, she nevertheless seemed to pose continually for the cameramen around her.

"As she accepted the scroll presented by last year's producer, William Field, Miss Hepburn commented, 'I don't particularly believe in awards, but I was very, very curious about this one. I realize that the award is given to someone very young, or who has endured a long time or to someone in town.'

"Miss Hepburn astonished a ring of a Harvard man with anecdotes during luncheon. Her Harvard hosts were able to edge in with a few questions and stories. When asked about The Antarctic Queen with the late Humphrey Bogart, she said some of the anecdotes were filmed in territory uninhabited and unexplored; she had to keep her bagged down to a minimum and was not even allowed to bring her secretary. Also, they found a bird, obviously dead.

"Weeks at the bottom of the water container, after the whole company had contracted dysentery.

"Most of those present felt that Kie Hepburn was a refreshing contrast to former Woman of the Year Carol Bakst. Others who have received the award include Ethel Merman, Debbie Reynolds, Gertrude Lawrence, and (in the words of H. Marshall Schwartz, '68, who presented this year's award) "God forbid, Mamie Eisenhower."'

"Summing up the evening for those present, Miss Hepburn vowed as she departed, 'I've enjoyed it no end.'"

---

HOWE LECTURE

Continued from Page 1. Col. 7 of which have lasted these "written out of personal rebellion" rather than those written "under Stalin's nose."

"The Stalinists, critics failed to be effective because, according to Howe, a critic must look at the work and see it through the eyes of the author and then evaluate it; thus the party members were unable to do. He said the Stalinist study each work in relation to their dogmas and can see no further than that.

"The party required those joining to surrender everything, including their ideals - their values and beliefs. Gradually it became their dogmatic; the Marx system. Mr. Howe remarked in a "closed system." Finally, "most of the people involved in this movement lost it."

Mr. Howe said. For many, this had been the one adventure of their lives; now perhaps they ask themselves what it had all meant.

---

SHERATON HOTELS

Student-Faculty Plan

Special Low Rates for Students, Faculty, and all other college personnel during weekends, college vacations, and summer. Even lower rates when two or more people occupy the same room.

Your choice of 3 Sheraton Hotels in 35 cities coast-to-coast in the U. S. A. and Canada.

Sheraton's Special College Rates: Department of government responsibility. It is to see that college guests receive individual attention, advice on what's going on in town, and help with their weekend and vacation plans.

Group Rates - special rates may be arranged for athletic teams, clubs, and other organizations.

To apply for your I.D. card or make special reservations contact:

SHERATON HOTELS

SHERATON HILTON, 400 Park Ave., New York 16, N. Y.

Telephone: 555-8888


SHERATON-PLAZA, 30 Park Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

SHERATON-PLAZA, 50 Park Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

SHERATON-Plaza, 846 New York Ave., Brooklyn 1, N. Y.

Telephone: 555-8888

F0D FOR THE...THE VANITY SHOPPE

For the Girl Who Loves a Curl

THE VANITY SHOPPE

Styles & Sets

Bryn Mawr
LA 5-1208

For the Girl Who Loves a Curl

THE VANITY SHOPPE

Styles & Sets

Bryn Mawr
LA 5-1208

You'll be sittin' on top of the world when you change to L&M

Light into that

Only L&M gives you this litter fact--the patent number on every pack

your guarantee of a more effective filter to today's L&M. The patented Miracle Tip is pure white inside, pure white outside, and see-through. Taste best. So Live Modern - Change to L&M today!

Free up...freshen up your taste! Put yourself behind the pleasure end of an L&M. Get the flavor, the full rich taste of the Southland's finest cigarette tobaccos.
Dark Is Light Enough

Continued from Page 3, Col. 4
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18. Happy To complete the fortunate some at
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23. When you go American Express
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28. or simply mail the handy coupon.
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31. when you go American Express
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33. American Express
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36. on Student Travel

37. or simply mail the handy coupon.

38. AMERICAN EXPRESS TRAVEL SERVICE

39. 66 Broadway, New York 6, N. Y. • On Travel Service support

40. Yes! Please do send me complete information

41. about 1968 Student Tours of Europe
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43. Address

44. City

45. Zone

46. State

47. for a letter from the Times Trading Company, suggesting that

48. they use tinted thread for the tas-

49. sea on their noise cones.

50. It was fun being recognized in

51. LaGuardia and 30th Street Sta-

52. tion ("Do you make nose warm-

53. ers"?), and yesterday morning

54. a sub-freshman was thrilled to

55. meet Gracie in Taylor.

56. That's why American Express Student Tours are expertly

57. planned to in a full measure of {

58. a little more than a century ago—

59. the most comprehensive sight-seeing pro-

60. gram available

61. anywhere! Visit England, Scotland, Holland,

62. Belgium, Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Italy, The

63. Riviera and France—accompained by disinguished

64. tour leaders—enjoy superb American Express service

65. throughout.

66. 10 Special Tours... 48 to 63 days... via famous ships:

67. Uni ed States, Liberty, New Amsterdam, Atlantic,

68. Italy, New York, $1296 up.

69. Or, tours available from 60 days... $696 up.

70. THE PROBABLY MEANT TO MENTION

71. THE PROBABLY MEANT TO MENTION

72.varying degrees of failure cause of his various reprobate

73. pathetic character, what remains

74. an overemphasis on Gettner's physi-

75. cal cowardice, for instance, somewhat pleases his main, and

76. mental, flight. However, Mr.

77. Getner's fine delivery of such passa-

78. ges as his opening "Gettner, by

79. God"; the latter is there another

80. World in the language so unnece-

81. sary As "fall" or "fear"?"; and

82. certain scenes, particularly the

83. scene with Gilda (who was there

84. equally goods) in Act Two... remain

85. freshly fixed in admiring memory,

86. and assert his uncommon excell-

87. ence as an actor.

88. Colonel Jankl (Harvey Phillips)

89. represents, to my mind, the fullest

90. possible development of what... definitely a lesser role than any

91. of either the first two. Great parts

92. and resource marked Mr. Phillips' expert

93. performance, and he was

94. certainly a most important contri-

95. butor to the success of the play.

96. To complete the fortunate

97. treat of good leading acting in

98. Dark, comes Gilda (Pamela

99. Myhre). Though at times certain-

100. in the point of appearing to

101. stand outside her role, she none-

102. theless brought the sort of pace,

103. and assurance to the stage that is

104. always invaluable.

105. Other supporting roles were

106. variously but on the whole com-

107. monly filled. The general perception of

108. the petry, to the meaning of

109. their lines was particularly pleas-

110. ing, and is not by any means to

111. universal a virtue as one might

112. hope. Especially deserving of men-

113. who for making space and an adaman-

114. to 'prosper forces me criminally

115. to condense further points. Some

116. reference, however, must be made

117. to the excellence of the blocking,

118. with its groups reflecting the at-

119. tached and tensions involved

120. on stage; the interesting sets

121. (particularly that In II), the

122. superior setting and appropri-

123. to the lighting; and most important,

124. the comprehensive, imaginative,

125. and obviously fine direction of

126. Robert Pummer.

127. Altogether, despite some flaws

128. in a somewhat stiff and hurried

129. early Act 1, a tendency of the

130. actors not to allow time for their

131. to relax on stage, one must acclaim

132. work, a fine Act II, and a whole

133. which provided high degree of both the pleasure

134. and stimulation possible to an

135. interesting play.
Movies

Brya Mawr
Starting Tuesday, March 25 —
Doctor at Large with Dirk Bogarde, Muriel Pavlo.

Ardenae
Wednesday, March 25 — Saturday, March 28—Don’t Go Near

Suburban
Wednesday, March 25—Saturday, March 28 —Bonjour Trinitee
with Deborah Kerr, David Niven

the Water with Glenn Ford, Anne Francis.
Sunday, March 27—Tuesday, April 1—The Steel Bayonet and The Golden Age of Comedy
Wednesday, April 2—Baymara.

and Jean Scherl
Greenhill
Wednesday, March 26—Wednesday, April 2—All at Sea with Alec Guinness.

Anthony Wayne
Wednesday, March 26—Saturday, March 29—Don’t Go Near the Water with Glenn Ford and

Engagements

Jane Ryan to George Olsen.

Ann Francis
Sunday, March 30—Tuesday, April 1—Bonjour Trinitee.
Wednesday, April 2 — Sayonara with Marlon Brando.

Sunday, March 27—Tuesday, April

Corinne
Greeb I I

Anne Francis

Sunday, March 26—Wedneday, April 2 — Sayonara.

J. Marie Ryan

to

George Olsen,

Martha C. Heath to Matthew Wiencke.

Marcia Lockwood to John Hincks.

Sandra Fia Stieger ’47 to John Williams Sullivan.

Grace Leona Bunker to Edmund D. Lowery.

What does this fruit have to do with this cigarette filter?

THE VICEROY FILTER IS MADE FROM A PURE, NATURAL MATERIAL FOUND IN ALL FRUIT

—and it gives you Maximum Filtration for the Smoothest Smoke!

* From the same soft, pure material found in the rich pulp of nature’s healthful fruits, modern filter scientists have created the greatest cigarette filter ever designed ... the Viceroy filter. For the Viceroy filter gives you the maximum filtration for the smoothest smoke of any cigarette. More taste, too ... the pure, natural taste of rich, mellow tobaccos. Yes, Viceroy gives you more of what you change to a filter for!

VICEROY PURE, NATURAL FILTER...

PURE, NATURAL TASTE